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Residency Le Savoy
It is in the village of Argentiere, Chamonix town, MGM invites you to discover "The Savoy ", facing the magnificent
Argentiere glacier. This small development of the 3 apartments - high standing (luxury), with a cellar and a ski locker,
enjoys a total privilege - close to the all amenities, the public transport, 100 meters from the train station, but also the
prestigious ski area of the Grands Montets .

Lovers of the great skiing, the crazy off-road enthusiasts, snow-park lovers and also and amateur of the more peaceful runs - the cable will takes you to the
3300 meters altitude, where a breathtaking panorama unfolds in front of your eyes. Unless you prefer the Balme area, just in a few minutes, which will offers
you to enjoy its southern slopes, open throughout the Chamonix Valley.
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Small building
A few steps from the lifts in Grands Montets
Close to all amenities
High quality finishes
Stunning views of the Argentiere glacier and the Mont Blanc massif
Located in the heart of the village of Argentiere
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After an eventful day, you will return to your fully designed for your well-being flat. First spacious, modular 2 or 3 bedrooms. Then, noble materials, such as
wood or granite, warm floors, than alongside, modern fully equipped kitchens, comfortable rooms with bath and large Italian shower. Everything has been
designed for you to live the " Savoys " unforgettable moments and leave free rein to your passion for the mountains.
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